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Z'E.1ERS TO THE EDITOR.

[The EdiZO?’ dam not hold himselj vespmzsi’oie for
opinions expressed by his correspcna'ems. Neither
can he undertake to reium, 67 to cowespomi melt};
the writers 0f, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or (my other part of NATURE. No notice :5
taken. of anonymous cammtmicatiomj

The Genetitutian of Atoms amt Meteeuiesu

DR. VAN DEN BRnEK’s letter (NATURE) May 7, p. 24:)
contains. one or two misappre-hensions of the views
put forward "an my paper {P.I'Lic'. fallagq Aprfl, 1934),
and I shall accordingly endeavour to make my mean—
ing ciearcr. T e paver does not purport to show that

  Dr. 'an den Broek‘s hypothe incorrect-----in fact,
in my own belief, it is fundamentaliy correct, though
Jet neceseariiy in complete detail-----hut oniy to show
that it is incompatible with the present form of Bohr"s
theory” Any atomic theory has two main things to
explain in connection with ()ptiCS~~-the X~tay spectra
investigated by Moseley and the ordinary light spectra
of atoms. The fact that coplanar 12th are mathe—
matically impossible is conchtsive against them,
whether on Bohr’s theory or the present dynamical

  one. This must be admitted, in the fa e of any other
evidence which appears t-z) support theim There can

 
be rings of electrons in at atom provided that they
at , not coplanar, but they must be of the same order of
radius. There is only (me case in which coplanar
rings are possit)iewtlte ease in whirh bound electrons
do not repel each other, which is considered in detail
in a. paper to be published shortly, but such a supposi-
tion is in complete contrast to the gatesth form of
Bohr’s theory,
As my letter to NA’E‘UREE pointed out, we do not

require an inner ring in order to explain Kurays having
lengths of the order 10”. They can come from an
ordinary ring of atomic size it" the nucleus is of
strength m or more, and t e Batmer lines can be com
sidereo‘; as an X--t'ay spectrum of hydrogen, X~rays
can even come from the confines of a structural
nucieus. Many physicésts have not yet realised that
the c e of the wavelength given by a rihg bears no
fun ental reiatioh to its radius alone, The angular
velocwy of the ring is the important deciding faetar.
If we suppose that the frequency of a line is; the
frequency of the vibration of t :3 ring abeut its steafiy
rota ic-n, dynamics shows that it is of the same order
as the frequency of rotation, 12)., If C is the veiocity
of light? the wavelength is of order C/w, and. a ring
of (my radius can give an} wavelength if it rotates
with the proper angutar velocity. So also can any
pertien of :1 ud. rat nudeus, and, coplanar rings
being impossible, the X—rays can come from the
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nucleus. The wavelengths cm Boht"s theory are also
determined by the order C/w, am“: not in any funda~
mental way by the radius, as may be seen by an
-..aminati0n of dohr’s mathematics“
Altho h it is the cmiy published attempt, Behr’s

theory dees hot 00:35 .tute the only one which can be
suggested to deal with Moseley’s resuits. The writer
has obtained, for exampie, a simpler explanation of
them by more ordinary dynamics, which Wm shortiy
he pub? hed1 by attaching: a definite structure to the
nucleus77777a structure which can explain a great “ea!
more in connection with such phenomena as the
velocity of e fitted 0. particles. In this method, the

ing of 1N sessehtiaily the same as 321 Dr. van den
Bx k’s hypethesis. The difference is in detail oniy.
It is not possih'ie to dispute Moseley’s contentiim that.
th " is a fundamental number which changes; by
Sft‘f)‘; of Y in passing from one eiemeht t0 ahothe'r
in the table, nor that Et is an “atemic numhet”
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elated to the charge on the nucleus, But there is at;

ssumptionwperhaps; eorrect——made in identifying it

vith the exact place occupied by an element in the

abte as; we new know it, and Behr‘s theory is in~

compat £3 with this assumption. For the paper

shmveel that if the atomic number of iithlum, for

example, is 3, it must (1) have no valency on Behr’s

theory, and, (2) it. must have at} its electrons in one

ring, or moving in a manner prohibiting any two of
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them from fem: g a ring. The radii oi" the orbits
of the two inner electrons a:annet be more nearly
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equal that: in the f/Eit) 32 to 1.
Agaih, as in another paper (Monthiy Nc 5/3.: of RAH?”

April, 1914), no approach to the ordinary helium spec—
trum can be obtained from Bohr’s theory if the atomic
number of helium. Is 2 There are (31113; illustrations
of much mere decisive results. Thev have related, in
the work published already, t0 the supth ion that the
laws of force betxeen bound electmhs are these used
by Bohr. But they are equally valid for other laws of
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force. ’The one case in which the coplanar rings can
exis when bound eiectmns experience no force from

 

each etherflis the 011]; avenue towards the extension
91‘ the theory“ ‘hit it has; difficuitiesg and; in par—
ticular, it gives no place to Moseieyys censtant b,
which is tier) zero i: ail atoms, The K radiation then
te (is to the conclusion that the atnmic number usually
diff 11 by z from the place 0f the element in the tahie.
Dr. van den Bree}; lays stress on the fact that N—b
changes from one eIemerat to another, and hot N. But
we must repeat, quite definitely, that b is mm in t .e
only modification of BQhr’s theory which can have
mere than (me coplanar rind; By this statement,
howevery we do not imply that b has no existence in
fact” .t3 6. erent values for K and L radiation
demanstrate that it is tea}. The theory wouid demand
as“ identity of these radfitions even if they came from

' eat rings, when such rings can exist. A recon-
cihauon with experiment can Only he QMa‘ined by
putting the elec, one as a constituent part of the
nucleus itself, (32' by supposing that X—radiation comes
fmm the confines of the atom—the K type tram a
neutral atom, and the L type perhaps; frem an atom

10h has iost an electron. But this latter alterna-
tive is quite at v21 fiance with Dr". van. den Breek’s
hypothesis, when calculations are performed, and the
first has no relation to Bohr’s theory.
The strongest argument in favour 52f D12 van den

Broek is the recent generalisation 0f the periodic table
put forward by Soddy and Fajans, aeainst which
mathematicai eorxsitieratiorzs cannot be ta: ed; in fact,
they tend to supper“ t. This generalisatitm, however,
in no case dematms a strict identity between the
nucleus ch rge, and the place in the table. The other
phenemena de ending on tle atomic: number ceuh‘}
depend equal * welt, within the ertiez' of accuracy.) on
a number which éifi'ered from it by I or 2. In {301’}-
dusion, so far as the table is concerned, Dr. van den
Broek may he comptetely mrrect, but, if so, Bohr’s
theory cannot be modifie to take account of X—ray
spectra. The periodic tahiev however, is not a suffi~
(:ient t :. Astrophysical spectra demand, as; proved
in many papers in the Momth Notices, the existence
of simple “elements” the spectra of Which can he

  

     

 

  
   

  

 

  

  

  

 

 

  

 

calculated, which not tmly agree with actuaf
spectra, but also have actually ted to the discovery
of several lines which the formuiaa predicted. The
atomic weight of one of these, with 6 ele trons, is:
2-q4, as caicuiated theoreticaily. By an application 01’
their interference method to a line in nebulaey MM.
Boutget, Buisson, and Fahry (Comfites vendua Apri
5, I934) have v rifled this vahm fer the mass of the
atcxm Which emits the hue They have also made
pzetiminary experiments on another etement, anti
found results which support the theme .031 value of
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Temfiemture Higher in 1‘

Before
High: sunrise
in km ° C.

I 0'0

2 . 0-1’

3 0-4
4 0-2
5 . 0;
6 -:; ‘7
7 1'0
8 1:2

9 1-3
IO . . ’3' .

I i . . . 2‘7

1: 3-0

I3 :14
I4 . 3-8

13 3-3
Eb , 35
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tinent and. made by Bosch(Stra
pmwded 1171th cJoc‘K‘V’ox'k ‘Nth
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the descent; thus, when
were 1011116. to.1e lower
spending heights became lower,
(”fiance of temperature for
height in the ascent and the (jesterfit was increase”
In half of thfie thirty SWIG?“.ts 17711161
have been 111:3de, the bad110011
before,andm the other half 1--—
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‘he pronnnent E9.Lt, demonstratedfiby this tabiee, '1
hat up to 13 km the d1ffe;em:es before sunrise 211'
much smaner than those after sunrise.
The synope teaches, mat before sunrise negative

values occur 1. .111 heights, especialiy below 7 E .m.
In one 03% up to the stratosphere the difference was
11age. ive in all heights.
On the contrary in another aficent it went 11p to

  

92”. At-Ler t;-._1.1r1se m) ascent. with negative values
oniv oct:11,.red, 21nd in one case the difier‘ences

7

3. hunted t0 11«2°
For the stratosphere only in eight cams a set 0

these differences was obtgined, its height being so
great in .1686 10W .ati..11des flat only paxt 01' the
1131100115 reach its ta 'ers. Only in (me of these cases
(after sunrise) the de:. e11t~temperatures in the strata.-
sphere exceedeé hose of the ascent, and in another
case (before sunrise) higher temperatures e.temated
with lower.

111 the five other 1:?ses (before sunrise) the sign of
the differences in and beiow the stratosphere were
contrary. It must: be borne in mind that scarcely any
isothermal Stae prevaii: in t.1e tropit...l stratospherg
'Ll't that thatemperature11n<2reases V‘liflfl the height (cf
my letter in NATURE of March 5, p. 5}
However. 3.11 1 -Pabove—m~=n1.<1ned5e

pos1t1veeand negative. v21.11es,isoti1ermariondit
met with up to11m.
The reversal in 5:1ng of t..e differPnce. Which accom—
niesthereversai.1f111.,fen:pPratu1-e gradient, strongly

points to a thermal Iegging of me mssirument Its
heavy parts, and. the basket also, will 121g strongly
and wilt influence the thermograph. In the ascent
the Eesser the ventilatien the greater the heating.
Thus the influence wil‘: increase with the height, as
the ventitation decreases. 1n the descent the ventiia—
19.011111 most cases was greater than in the ascent, and
3c.ording‘.y the negative Iagg; After sunrise
the thermal 1agging 0f the.121sket will be enhanced
in the ascent by $1111--1'2td1at1011. Which easilj’ eprains
the fact that the d1fierences are .az'ger ..fte1' than
'eiore sunrise.
Perhaps the English in:;truznents. being smaller

Lian the Ger.121n, have a smaher thermai lag
..an the latter. Thus M..Dir1es’s expianation may

applic?be to the facts obSPrved in England, ..nd
mine to those m8:1. with 1n Java. From then". I think
the 2’01Jowimg lessons m2:y be learnt. which applies; to
most (ozitinez:tat ascents; made in a similar way and
W1th the. same Taitem (1f inst.ruments .--

(1) The tempeeratures of ascent 11nd LESCGHt shoulfl
be averaged.

(2) ‘When des.ent or ascent is available only, a
mean (:0freedom to be derived froam a 1?rye number
of corres:ponding cases, should be applied

(3‘; Eh. temperatures and heights taken from the
pubiication 0f the International Committee in which,
in most of me cases ascents only are Even.i are
affected by a systematic errnr
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W. VAN BEMMELYZN.
Batavia, March, 1914.

flefiuiar Structure 9‘? Emufleions.

THE same arrangement that is shown by F1g 2, 1
NATURE of May 7 (p. 240), may be .. ,en in an emuision

‘ Unental finely powdered coffee suspertdeé in milk

 

OA.

and water I ha'17:: supposed theit it is connected with
a strange pnenamenon which 1 reported in NATURE
about forty years ago. Sooty rainwater, after stand
111g for some hours. WEN .Pvehm .1021? p1:nes of
water as much as 10 cm. long and aniy I 0." 2 mm.
wide. These?“plane; are. most 1' 21(1in seen byecandle
light When vertical, but may deve101:at °t2y inclinau
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